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CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY 
CUSTOMS 

CODE 
JAN-APR 2016 JAN-APR 2017 Var. % 

EARTH-MOVING MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 

Crawl dozers, bulldozers and angledozers 84291100 1.524.377 2.609.868   

Wheel dozers, bulldozers and angledozers 84291900 511.321 570.438   

Graders 84292000 162.277 57.775   

Motorscrapers 84293000 557.316 378.050   

Front loaders, built specifically for mines and other underground works    84295110 791.988 953.673   

Loaders other than those in previous entry, and front-loading loaders-shovels 84295199 29.959.595 41.944.577   

Self-propelled excavators with superstructure rotating by 360 degrees 84295200 80.223.579 98.171.723   

Buckets, grab buckets, loading shovels, grippers and clamps for machinery and equipment under 8426, 8429 or 8430 
headings 

84314100 4.370.663 3.858.521   

Mechanical loaders, excavators, loaders and self-propelled loaders-shovels (excluding excavators with a 
superstructure rotating by 360 degrees and front loaders) 

84295900 11.778.547 13.056.959   

Earth-moving machinery and tools, self-propelled 84305000 1.407.932 411.748   

Earth-moving machinery, equipment and tools, not self-propelled 84306900 3.062.232 2.935.264   

Machinery for public works, building or similar tasks  84791000 12.847.687 15.337.339   

Crawl loaders 84295191 2.074.929 2.258.223   

Dumpers for off road use 87041010 3.550.306 4.816.221   

Total 152.822.749 187.360.379 22,6% 

ROAD BUILDING MACHINERY 

Vibrant rollers  84294010 3.828.589 3.632.839   

Self-propelled vibrant rollers 84294030 166.002 270.040   

Self-propelled compactors (excluding compressor rollers) 84294090 2.473.235 3.402.054   

Machinery, equipment and tools for compressing or compacting ground, not self-propelled (excluding hand-operated 
tools) 

84306100 635.256 582.871   

Machinery for mixing mineral substances with bitumen 84743200 0 272.850   

Total  7.103.082 8.160.654 14,9% 



 
 

CONCRETE MACHINERY 

Concrete pumps 84134000 191.195 148.267   

Concrete mixers and equipment for preparing cement (excluding those mounted on railway wagons or truck chassis) 84743100 1.439.160 1.099.039   

Concrete mixer trucks 87054000 1.111.797 526.150   

Concrete pump vehicles 87059030 778.159 758.500   

Total  3.520.311 2.531.956 -28,1% 

TOWER CRANES 

Tower cranes 84262000 5.486.616 3.872.965   

Total  5.486.616 3.872.965 -29,4% 

AGGREGATE PREPARATION MACHINERY 

Continuous action hositing, transport or conveying equipment for goods built specifically for mines and other 
underground works (except air-operated hoisting or conveying equipment) 84283100 217.557 3.630.500   

Machinery and equipment for grading/sorting, screening, separating or washing mineral substances, including 
powder or paste (excluding centrifuges or filter presses) 84741000 5.765.748 3.240.896   

Machinery and equipment for crushing, grinding or pulverizing 84742000 4.224.855 3.274.772   

Machinery and equipment for mixing, blending, crushing, grinding, screening, sifting, homogenising, emulsifying or 
shaking (excluding industrial robots) 84798200 22.290.289 23.023.811   

Total  32.498.449 33.169.979 2,1% 

DRILLING & TUNNELING MACHINERY 

Pile drivers and pile extraction machinery (excluding those mounted on railway wagons or vehicle/truck chassis) 84301000 427.542 195.957   

Cutters, bunchers and machinery for drilling tunnels and galleries, self-propelled (excluding hydraulic armature for 
mines, self-propelled) 

84303100 367.512 811.079   

Cutters, bunchers and machinery for drilling tunnels and galleries, not self-propelled (excluding hand-operated 
systems and self-propelled hydraulic armature for mines) 

84303900 1.755.930 147.364   

Boring machinery and drilling machinery for extraction of earth, minerals or ores, self-propelled (excluding those 
mounted on railway wagons or vehicle/truck chassis, tunnel drilling machinery) 

84304100 4.260.494 2.229.019   

Boring or drilling machinery for extracting earth, minerals or ores, not self-propelled and non-hydraulic (excluding 
machinery for drilling tunnels and galleries, and hand-operated systems) 

84304900 2.050.374 2.493.616   

Derricks and vehicles for boring and drilling 87052000 67.000 3.992   

Total  8.928.852 5.881.027 -34,1% 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY 210.360.059 240.976.960 14,6% 

 


